The Contexts of Free Indirect Discourse
Free indirect discourse gives us the impression that we listen to two persons at once. The main story is told by the narrator, and in addition, we can hear a protagonist's voice. In the present chapter, this intuition will be modelled by a new mode of semantic evaluation. We start from the observation that normal utterances have to be interpreted relative to their context of utterance C which determines, among other things, the referent of words such as I/ich, you/Du, or here/hier. Free indirect discourse will be interpreted relative to two contexts of utterance <C,c>. The first context C represents the utterance situation shared by narrator and reader. C could also be called the "external" context. C models the situation where a reader "receives" the message of the text, told by some narrating instance. The second, internal context c represents the utterance situation of the protagonist. It is the utterance situation in which some protagonist is thinking, or talking to himself and we can overhear his thoughts. Let us look at an example.
(1) Peter war unruhig. Vorhin hatte er wohl leider etwas Dummes gemacht.
'Peter was worried. Earlier, he had wohl unfortunately done something stupid.'
The first sentence is undoubtedly an utterance by the narrator. Nothing in its form or content suggests that the speaker should be anybody else. The second sentence, however, contains the words vorhin, wohl and leider. All three make reference to the speaker's perspective, and in all cases, it does not make sense to assume that they refer to the narrator. The temporal adverb vorhin locates an event a short time before the speaker's now.1 In combination with the past perfect of the sentence, we understand that Peter's stupid deed happened before the reference time of the ongoing story. Assuming that the narration is about past events, the narrator can hardly refer to that time as "a short time before me telling you this" or "a short time before you are reading this". Hence, we suspect that another speaker's now is required in a sensible interpretation, let us call him the "ghost speaker" for the moment. The particle leider is used to express that "the speaker of the sentence" regrets the facts reported by the sentence. In the present example, leider can only refer to the "ghost speaker" who is already required for a sensible interpretation of vorhin. Finally, wohl expresses that "the speaker of the sentence" is uncertain about the truth of the sentence. Again, we do not understand that the narrator is uncertain about whether Peter did something wrong (even if narrators in principle can show uncertainty or emotion). We understand that the "ghost speaker" is the one that is uncertain. In sum, there are at least three items in the sentence that suggest this sentence was uttered by a "ghost speaker"-most plausibly, the protagonist Peter. In more formal terms: If we spelled out the semantic contribution of leider, vorhin and wohl with reference to some utterance context c, this utterance context should specify speaker = Peter. However, there are other items in the sentence that suggest the sentence is still uttered by the narrator. Specifically, the use of the third person pronoun er to refer to Peter would be prohibited if Peter were the one who uttered the sentence. Likewise, the use of past perfect would not be appropriate if the sentence were uttered by Peter. Tense and pronoun use suggest that an ideal context of evaluation C for the sentence is one where C: speaker = narrator and C: now = narration time. Even though the narrator may be hard to grasp, he/she will be different from Peter and this is all that we need to explain the use of er instead of ich to refer to Peter. And even though narration time may be difficult to make precise-is it the time of writing the novel, the time of printing the book, or the time when the reader reads the sentence?-it is clear that narration time is after the time when the reported events are supposed to occur. This is, essentially, all that we need to explain the use of the past perfect.
I will assume that sentences in free indirect speech or thought must be evaluated relative to two contexts of utterance <C,c>: one for the narrator and one for the respective protagonist. Sentences that are understood as direct utterances are interpreted relative to one context only, C. Readers have two ways to interpret a sentence. In the normal case, they will understand it as a one-speakeronly sentence. In suitable environments, however, they will understand it as a two-speaker sentence, i.e., as free indirect discourse. This insight will be implemented in the following way: In addition to ordinary semantic evaluation relative to one context ⟦ s ⟧ m,g,C , we will define a mode of semantic evaluation ⟦ s ⟧ m,g,<C,c> where two contexts <C,c> contribute to the interpretation of words and phrases in a way that captures our understanding of free indirect discourse. This is the aim of the present chapter.
The first section recapitulates the normal case. I recapitulate the basic ideas of Kaplan's (1989) context dependent interpretation which models the indexical nature of words such as ich/I, du/you, and jetzt/now. It will be adopted with slight adjustments for ⟦ s ⟧ m,g,<C,c> . In Section 2.2, I define semantic interpreta-
